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A VERY SPECIAL SEMINAR IN LAS VEGAS

Every seminar given by the Prophet Rael is special, I haven’t seen anyone spending even
just one day listening to His teachings without being touched. Among the 180 participants,
50 of them were there for the first time, and to see them slowly opening and smiling and
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literally beaming on the last day was a huge reward for those who organized the whole
week.
But there was something more that made it special. It was the first full seminar given in
the US for US people. For the first time the teachings of the Elohim through their
Messenger Rael was given to those who will influence the country that influences the
world. In His very unique way, full of love and humour, He guided the participants through
the labirynth of their emotions, showing the benefits of choosing their life instead of
having it imposed on them, choosing love instead of revenge, choosing consciousness
rather than destroying their brain with stress, negative emotions or drugs.
There have been special moments as well, moments that none of the participants will
ever forget.... two guided meditations in the desert by the Prophet himself, one at sunset
and another at night, under the stars.
Andre, a guide from Florida declared : “The
fabulous meditations in the desert were
among the best moments of this seminar.
Feeling connected with infinity and feeling
infinity in ourselves cannot be done in a
better place than the desert of Nevada.
People at the end did not want to leave the
desert and did not want to leave the
seminar. The harmony was at its peak and
we still feel like flying and spreading this
elixir of love around us just by being, without
saying a word.”
Donna. also guide level 4 in Florida, wrote today : As an American, I could feel for the
first time this country waking up from its very deep sleep. The quality of the new people
was the best I have ever seen in the 19 years I have been in the movement. When they
were on stage I had tears of joy in my eyes to see them speak with such enthusiasm and
openness. Thank you Rael for your love which you showered on us each day. The sunset
and meditation under the stars will forever be in our memories.
Ricky, the US national guide sent us a few words : “Wow...we just
finished the first "full length" seminar in the USA with Our Beloved
Prophet. I have been dreaming of this event for over a decade and it
was worth the wait!
There were so many unforgettable things. The warm dry air, the first
time seeing American artists perform, all the women Bishops dressed
as little 5 year old girls acting as little "munchkins", the people in the
casino in which we were staying had so much fun with us (buying
books, too...hehe...lol) Maybe most memorable were the meditations
in the desert. ...I think several people decided to sleep out in the
desert that night after those perfect moments where we all felt we were all only dust - we
were only the sand which we could pick up and let fall through our fingers. Thank You
Dear Elohim for these special moments with Your Son -and these little pieces of dust
would like only to thank You for this chance at consciousness.
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In His opening talk, RAEL introduced Infinity right away as the most important part of
the Messages given by our Creators, the Elohim. “ It is what makes people connected to
the Universe. We are one with the planets and the atoms.... this is what this seminar is
about, feeling Infinity and developing your consciousness”.
He certainly touched our mind with both !
One day He told us that we can generate a
population of Gandhis. It is a dream, but, we,
raelians, are the population who can achieve this
dream !
He also encouraged us all to express our
sensitivity. “ To be sensitive is normal, to be
insensitive is to be damaged”.
Among the myths to destroy, He talked about the myth of god and the myth of evolution.
But for the first time, He talked also about a new myth, the myth of “Mother Nature” .
Some people, mixing the concept of god and evolution, believe in a new concept, gaia,
according to which the earth would have a consciousness.
Here is what He said, taken from notes : “ You saw Mother Nature in the desert, it is just
sand, no consciousness, until the scientific spirit of Elohim gives conscience to the
unconscious. We are matter taking conscience of itself, and this isn’t thanks to Mother
Nature.
Killing 100000 children with a tsunami wave, this is Mother Nature.
There is no conscience in Nature, no conscience in the sand.
Until science was developped, 9 babies out of 10 were dying. Today almost 10 out of 10
are alive.
Mother Nature is an hostile chaos, it can be an earthquake in California killing millions of
people. On the opposite, science can predict it and save them. Mother Nature is death and
destruction.
In the past, in the Nile Valley, thousands
were dying either from flood or extreme
drought. Scientists created a dam and no
one dies anymore.
We are on earth to master the earth, to
create an oasis in the desert. Elohim put us
on earth to make it a garden.
Beauty comes from an Intelligent Design,
not from Mother Nature. Beauty comes
from science and so does love. Love comes
from the brain of the Elohim.”
More was said and shared.... If you want to know more, come and live the next seminarJ
Thank you Beloved Prophet for these inspiring and nurturing moments.... there are now
180 individuals spreading Your love around them, back in their hometown, and ready to
come back in a year’s time to learn more, to feel more , to be with You... to be !
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SEMINAR means also parties in the evening and beautiful shows....
For the first time ever in a seminar, we had a band made of professionals only !!! This
combined with a professional sound man... can you imagine the quality of the evenings as
well? More in images....

Our fantastic band with Ray, Jerri, Doc, Andre
Dave and Cameron.... we didn’t want them to
stop

Cameron and Lara creating on the spot one of
the most beautiful songs of the fairy show..

The 5 level 5 guides ( from 5 different
continents!!!) opened the Fairy show as the
“munchkins” with a memorable “ Twinkle
twinkle little stars”

Amazing butterflies were flying around.... (
Veronica )

With Eri too.... “unforgettable” was the title...

A little mermaid was there .... (Marina)
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Sophie left the room literally speechless J

Marina and Florence in an afternoon exercise

Norma, responsible for hispanic community in a
creative moment J

Jean, responsible for teaching in the US, seeing
his dream come true, a real seminar in the US !!!

The next seminar given by the Prophet Rael will be in Quebec, Canada this coming
July....(www.rael.org) ... See you there J

PUBLISHED ON RAELIANEWS . ORG
By 2080 it will be routine to download one’s brain in a
supercomputer.
The announcement of Rael confirmed by leading scientists.
One of the challenging announcements of the Prophet Rael over
the last 30 years was about our coming capacity to download our
brain in a computer, a necessary step before reaching immortality
by transferring this downloaded brain into a new cloned body.
In the past few days, Ian Pearson, head of British Telecom's
futurology unit, told several media that the rapid advances in
computing power would make cyber-immortality a reality within 50
years.
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Pearson said that brain-downloading technology would be feasible by 2050 and a routine
by 2080. According to CNN, Pearson also predicted that it would be possible to build a
fully conscious computer with superhuman levels of intelligence as early as 2020.
The future as presented by Rael in his books and teachings is being drawn now in front of
our eyes by leading scientists. Immortality is not a fantasy anymore, it is the coming
reality and our society needs to be educated to face it. This is what the Prophet Rael has
been doing for the past 30 years.

ANNOUNCEMENT from the International
Raelian Movement
Cellular Plan transmission cancelled
As of today, May 26th, at 3:00 pm, Canadian eastern time, the Cellular Plan Transmission
of Jean Rolland Dussault from Quebec is officially and irrevocably cancelled.
RAEL
NOMINATION IN ASIA
Junzo, continental guide has nominated a few new national leaders in the following
countries. We all wish you great success in your missionary life J
In Vietnam:
Kenichi FUKUYAMA "Apollo", level 3 in Japan
He is replacing Yasuo who has done beautifully over there.
In Indonesia:
Hideki MASUDA, level 3 in Japan, replacing Kaoru who is living in Singapore and remains
leader of this country.
In Cambodia:
Ki Tae LEE, "Monariza" level 4 in Korea
He already found a Cambodian man living in Seoul for translating the Message. The
translator will finish book 1+2 within a few months.
In Bhutan:
Dae Yong HAN, "navi" level 3 in Korea
In Laos:
Soo Hyun KIM, "shine" level 3 in Korea
In Brunei:
Ki Hwa KWAK, "adam" level 4 in Korea
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In Maldives:
Jin Seob KIM, "endorphine" level 3 in Korea
In Tibet:
Though it is under Chinese control, bishop guide Sang Yuel, Ruby, wishes to make it his
mission to be there and I am very happy to accept his wish.
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